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People need supports to lead good lives. Using a combination of lots of different kinds of support 

helps to plot a trajectory toward an inclusive, quality, community life. This tool will help families 

and individuals think about how to work in partnership to support their vision for a good life.  

Access the LifeCourse framework and tools at lifecoursetools.com 
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Sticky Note
Supporting Families and Individuals with Information about the Coronavirus and about washing their hands and being more safe, Safety Precautions


	Pers_Strengths: Know how to wash your hands so that when - vigorous- the right temperature of water- make sure that all parts are included when you wash them- after you touch something that gets touched a lot- before you touch your face- if you sneeze or cough Try not to touch things with your hands that you don't need to touch. Don't touch your face. Sneeze or cough into your elbow, not your hands.
	Relationships: When you see someone you know, don't shake their hand, hug or kiss people , or give a high five; instead, you can touch elbows or give a peace sign or a Spock sign or just a big smile. Keep your relationships with other people by:- Use online communication like messenger, facebook and things like that- Use the telephone - Online trainings
	Community: Community members all wash their hands for at least 20 seconds under hot (or warm or cold) water. Social distancing, what does it mean?  - Stay at home if you can.- If you are out in public, then stay at least 6 feet apart. Acts of kindness are good for everyone's immune system and happiness.- Check on your neighbors to make sure that they are safe and have what they need then help if you can
	Technololgy: Use hand sanitizer that has at least (60%) alcohol in it. Telephone Computer Internet Facetime Zoom Skype
	Eligibility: Make sure that your insurance is current. Keep your paycheck by continuing to work from home if your employer can let you Know how and when to get checked for COVID19- Call your doctor to discuss how you are feeling- (if you don't have a doctor then ? call urgent care) If your income goes down, you can apply for help.  


